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loses his bearings and finds himself in a strange world, where
his old habits and pursuits seem devoid of value and meaning.
He is badly adjusted physically and mentally, being clumsy
and awkward in bearing, moody and intractable in manner.
Living under the delusion that he is the focus of every one's
attention, he is extremely self-conscious and given to blushing.
In a word, like the infant7 he has to begin again the work of
adapting himself to his environment. Many of his character-
istics, as we shall see, are those of infancy repeated on a higher
level.
The suggested recapitulation is to be found in emotional
attitudes—indeed, the broadest characteristic of adolescence is
just the re-orientation of the feeling life that then takes place.
Although intellectual stature is now reaching its maximum,
all intellectual considerations in adolescent education must be
regarded as secondary. The^dqlescent. .lives an intensely
emotional life, in which we can see once more the rhythm
of positive and negative phases of behaviour in his constant
alternation between intense excitement and deep depression.
The exuberant imagination of early childhood is recapitu-
lated in a second age oil fantasy. Like the young child, the
youth finds the world a difficult place, and tends to live in
realms of fantasy that arc nearer his heart's desire. His
boyish interest in the outer world gives way to a renewed
interest in his bodily and mental self; he again becomes
egocentric and introverted, withdrawing himself from the
^real* world. Scouting, always soundly based on psychology,
introduces a strong element of make-believe in its'provision
for the needs of the adolescent.
But undoubtedly the central fact of adolescence, accounting
for and pervading all the others, is sexual development, and
nothing but harm can result from the neglect of this essential
characteristic. Dr Jones believes that the individual is now
recapitulating, on another plane, his infantile sexual history;
that there is a reawakening of the repressed sexual impulse
which has lain dormant in later childhood. This time it is
destined not to be repressed, but directed toward strangers
rather than toward the parents.

